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SINGULAR GEOMETRY AND GEOMETRIC SINGULARITIES

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of stars in various stages of gravitational

collapse and the urge to explain the beginning (and possible end) of the

universe has caused a renaissance in Einstein's general theory of

relativity. It still seems to be the best candidate for a general

explanation of gravitation, based on the experimental evidence to date

and the weakness of competing theories. One frustrating aspect of

general relativity at present is that it seems to predict that we can no

longer predict. The theory apparently breaks down when it attempts

to explain a completely collapsed star (black hole) or the big bang

(naked singularity). These breakdowns are examples of what the

physicists call uspacetim.e singularities. Thus the first problem

that arises is to find a precise mathematical definition of a singularity.

At first it was thought that the known exact solutions of the

Einstein equations had too much symmetry built into them and that

generically singularities should not occur. Using geodesic incom-

pleteness as the means of identifying smooth spacetimes from which

singular points had been excised, Hawking and Penrose proceeded

to prove some rather deep theorems to the effect that any physically

reasonable spacetime must be geodesically incomplete [see e. g. 13].

So the Hawking-Penrose theorems together with the known exact
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solutions reveal that the geometric objects (structure or metric,

geodesics, sectional curvature, etc. ) should carry the singular

information. But now the singularity is totally inaccessible, either at

the end of an incomplete geodesic or at a place where curvature blows

up. Because the singularity is the object we want to study, this

effectively makes direct analysis impo ssible.

In order to reconcile such behavior, one is led to the use of

distributional (in the sense of Schwartz) structures. Historically, the

use of distributions has provided enormous insight in the study of

singular behavior in physical phenomena. (Prime examples are the

wave equation and the vibrating string or membrane. ) One was

immediately able to obtain distributional solutions of the relevant

equations whose smoothness properties were subsequently established

by regularity theorems (e. g. , elliptic operators; hyperbolic Cauchy

problem) or approximation methods (e. g. , Sobolev techniques; Korn

trick). It should be noted that distribution theory put Heaviside's

operational calculus on a firm mathematical foundation. In this light,

the use of distributional structures leads to clarification of ideas in

the study of spacetime singularities, and places this study on a firm

mathematical foundation. In summary, distributions live on smooth

manifolds but need not be smooth creatures themselves, and arise

naturally as solutions of partial differential equations.
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The methods used are analogous to those of potential theory and

geometric optics. If singularities are inevitable, as the Hawking-

Penrose theorems indicate, allowance must be made for them from

the beginning. Thus in Chapter 1 I collect some background material

on distributions which is basic to all that follows. In particular,

Section 1.2 contains the fundamental notion of WF sets [19], a

refinement of the notion of singular support which eliminates the dif-

ferences between local and global statements, and Section 1. 3 contains

a construction of flows for distributional vector fields.

In Chapter 2 a general study of distributional pseudoriemannian

structures is begun, including a characterization of conjugate points

which seems to be new even in the smooth case. A class of structures

is presented for which all standard differential geometric construc-

tions are valid: namely, those whose components are distribution

extensions of real meromorphic functions (quotients of real analytic

functions).

Since Fourier Integral Operators will be needed later, a very

brief and somewhat sketchy review is included for the convenience of

the reader. One whose interest is awakened by Chapter 3 should con-

sult the seminal papers of Hormander [19] and Duistermaat and

Hormander [7] for a complete exposition of the theory.

All the preceding material is then applied to general relativity

in Chapter 4. A class of algebraically special spacetimes is
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described, the Kerr -Schild spacetimes [22], which is shown to include

all the classical black hole spacetimes: Schwarzschild, Reissner-

Nordstrtim, Kerr and charged Kerr structures. The full power of

Fourier Integral Operator theory is invoked to show that, in a sense

made precise in Section 4.3, all the classical black holes propagate

through spacetime in the same way. In addition, a new compatibility

condition on candidates for stress-energy tensors is derived. Finally

a comparison is made with the Hawking-Penrose singularity theorems,

and it is shown that the present notion of geometric singularities

includes theirs.

In the last chapter I first discuss how this theory shows that the

Einstein equations do not break down in the presence of singularities.

A beginning is made towards the complete analysis of propagation of

singularities in Kerr -Schild structures on IR4, and then some

computations are made which show that the Schwarzschild structure

is a partial fundamental solution of the Einstein equations.

Some last remarks are in order. The appearance of real

meromorphic functions in a key place may lead one to suppose that the

theory of hyperfunctions might also be profitably applied. An exposi-

tion of the theory may be found in [34] and a propagation of singulari-

ties theorem was proved recently [3]. Roughly speaking, hyperfunc-

tions are a generalization of distributions and are somewhat more

suitable for use with operators having analytic coefficients. In



general they are defined as certain cohornology classes, but in R

they may be most profitably regarded as boundary values of functions

holomorphic in the upper half-plane. As for the inevitability of

distributional structures, Isham has recently argued [20] that one

must look at the superspace of distributional structures in order to

obtain a consistent quantization of general relativity. Together with

Souriauts work on geometric quantization [36], it seems that dis-

tributional structures have been forced on us. Fortunately, as this

thesis shows, they are rather pleasant and in some ways more fruitful

for geometric intuition than smooth one s.
co

Throughout, smooth will mean C , manifolds will be smooth

and paracompact, and fiber bundles will have a smooth total space,
co co

base space and projection. C and
Cc

(occasionally ER and

DR) will be real valued, 6 and c.0 complex valued. The sym-

bol := in an equation means the left hand side is defined to be the

right hand side. The symbol u denotes the end of a proof or the

omission of one (Halmos finality symbol).

5



1. DISTRIBUTIONS ON MANIFOLDS

1. 1 Generalities on a -Distributional Sections

I will explicitly treat the real case, with comments on the

complex case (which will be needed in any attempt to combine this

theory with that of geometric quantization).

Definition. Let E be anrn-dimensional real vector space and

a E R. IAni I a E is the (1-dimensional)vector space of all real-

valued functions f on GL(E) such that f(x) = Idet ylaf(z) when-

ever x, y, z E GL(E) and z = yx.

One may also use complex-valued functions to define I Am I a,E.
a

Observe that if f. I Anil jE, i = 1, 2, then f1f2 E Amial+cY2E

6

a.
(and 7. E 1 An a 1 1 E in the complex case). If f > 0,

i C

one can define fP E IArnlaPE for all 13 E R in the obvious way.

the usual volume bundle. Densities provide the basis for integration

IAnil aE is the space of a -densities on E.

If E is now an m-plane bundle over an n-manifold X, one

can form the line bundle An11° E. In particular,

Xa :=
0! is the bundle of a -densities over X and its

space of smooth sections := F(lAnlaT)X) will be called the

space of a -densities on X. Note that 0-densities are merely smooth

I An I

functions (X0 = , the trivial line bundle) and that lAnIlT *X is



without having to worry about orientation. A related notion was used
1by deRham [24]. Lately, 2-densities have been of fundamental

importance in Fourier Integral Operator theory [19,7] and geometric

quantization [24,36]. By using tensor products one can define

a -density sections of a vector bundle E over X.

Definition. The space of a -density sections of E is

F( E) := T(E Xa ).

If (X, p ) is a pseudoriemannian manifold, I det p I
a /2

defines a canonical a -density which trivializes Xa . Thus in general

all the bundles Xa are trivial, but not naturally so.

Definition. The geometric a -dual of E is El' -a E* Xl-a.

Similarly Ea := E 0 X. The space of a -distributional sections of

E is kly(E) := (E(E )) where E denotes smooth sections with

compact support. Similarly one defines a -distributional sections with

7

compact support r° (E):= (r(E1°-a W.a

If U is an open subset of X and s E Et (E), I shall say
a

that s vanishes on U whenever sIU:= sIE(E' IU), 0. If U1-a

is the largest open set with s j U = 0 then the support of s is

supp s := X \ U. One may consider r' (E) E' (E) so that s hasa

compact support iff s E r' (E). There is also a natural inclusiona

ra (E) (E). To avoid confusion now and hereafter I shall usea



( ) for fiberwise contractions and < , > for the action of

distributions. Thus for sE ra (E) and yo E B(El ) one has

<s, co> := (s yo). So s is smooth on the open set U iff
X

slUE Fa(E1U), and sing supp s := X \ U iff U is the largest

open set on which s is smooth.

Definition. Define a multiplication 0 (X) x (E) E.° (E)
a+13

by

<fs, yo> := < s f<p>

for all cp E E(E° ), where f E C2 and s E (E).
1-a-13 a

Observe that this product is continuous and that E° (E) is an
a

(X)-module.

Definition. Define a multiplication (11 ) x F (E) Ta+p (E

for f ) and s E r(E) bya

<Is , (p> <f, (s, (P)>

for all co E 1-a-P

As usual, one may think of a -distributional sections of E as sec-

tions with a -distributional coefficients

Let F0a(E) be the continuous sections of E with a -density

8

coefficients (and similarly for rk(E) ) Since the fiberwise



contraction (s, yo) for s E F0a(E) and yo E E(E' ) is a continu-1-a

ous 1-density with compact support, the equation

defines a natural inclusion F0(E) ---'' E,' (E). More generally, ifa

s E '(E) I shall say that s E LP(E,loc) provided that slU hasa a

coefficients which are LP-local a -densities in each chart U. Since

the notion of null set is invariant, it is clear that LP(E,loc)a

considered as equivalence classes of a -density sections of E, two

such sections being equivalent iff they differ only on a null set.

(Recall that the notion of sets of Legesgue measure zero or null sets

in R.n is invariant under change of coordinates, hence is well-

defined for manifolds. )

Now let E and F be vector bundles over X.

Recall that L(E, F) is the bundle whose fiber over x E X is

L(E ,F ), the space of linear maps Ex F. A morphism
X x x

E F is an element of r(L(E,

Let B F F be a morphism. There is an induced

Oa Ea Fa given by
Oa

001:E0Xa FOXa and an

0 1-aE* X .

9

may be

0' is the geometric a -transpose of 0 and may also be defined by

1 F*0 X 1-a
induced 0' : F' E via 0' := 0* c.

a a a a



(Or u,e) (U, ee) for all u E (F1-ax), e E (E ) and x E X.
aa ax

Now 0' induces a continuous linear map 0' : ) (Er )
a a 1-a 1-a

and its algebraic transpose 0 : E' (E) V(F) clearly extends thea CY a

map : F0 (E) r0a(F) induced by 0. One can also extend dif-

ferential operators to a -distributional sections. Let Diff (E,F)

denote the differential operators of order m from sections of E

to sections of F [31].

Ex. Let AT*X := etk AkT*X, where Al(T*X is the k-fold

exterior product of T*X. Then 1-2k IN AkT*X) is the space of

smooth k-forms on X and S".2*

(I)kk the space of smooth

forms. If d denotes the exterior derivative then d E Diff1(0*, S2.*),

and if denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the smooth

vector field EX then E Diff1 (S-2k, Ok) for each k. The

Laplace-Beltrami operator on a Riemannian manifold (cf. Section 3.2)

and the Einstein operator considered in Section 4.3 are examples of

second order differential operators.

Proposition 1. If P E Diffm(Ea, FP) then there is a unique

P' E Diffm(F1' -a) such that

(Plu,$) = (u,Ps)
X X

for all u E F(F) and se Ba(E).i-p

10



Proof: s u, Ps) is a continuous linear functional on
X

Ea(E) for each u E r(F' ). Thus there is a unique a-linear map
-p

L : r(F' ) PI (E*) z ( (E u)) s,ch that <Lu, s> = (u, Ps).
1-13 1-a or X

By computing Lu locally it is easy to see that L is a differential

operator of order < m.

Definition. P is the geometric a -tra.nspose of P.

It follows that P' : E(F' ) E(E' ) is continuous so that
1 -(3 1 -a

its algebraic transpose P : (E) '13(F) is an IR-linear map

which extends P as originally given to a -distributional sections.

Notation. When a = 0 it will be dropped as a subscript.

Similar to what is usually done, e, (X) := (11 C),
Ce a

13a(X) := Ba(1 C), etc. Thus t9'(X) is the space of (complex)

distributions or even 0-currents and
E11(11

) is the space of (real)

twisted distributions or odd n-currents. k(X) := ra T*)(),

)(Icy : la(TX), etc.

Ex. The preceding extension process provides an exterior

derivative for distributional forms and a Lie derivative for distribu-

tional tensors.

Moreover, one can extend the interior product or contraction

and the usual relations among d, £ and J continue to hold.

11



Proposition 2. Let E X with flow c. For each (a) E C21

c* of w =t dt t

in particular ke) = 0 iff = c*4.) whenever ct is defined. [I

Corollary 3. In this case, c*6 = 5 and (x) = 0 iff
t x c(x)

c*6 = 6 iff 6 = 0 where 6 is the Dirac delta at x E X.
t X X X

Observe that exterior multiplication of a -distributional forms

by smooth p -density forms is also well-defined, but that exterior

multiplication of a - and p -distributional forms suffers the same

problems as multiplication of distributions. Whenever they are well-

defined, the usual formulas relating A to d, and I con-

tinue to hold.

One can extend the Lie derivative to E provided that the

tensor being differentiated is smooth. If t is a form, for example,

one can use the equation = J dt + and then a standard

argument determines on the full tensor algebra. In particular,

Lie brackets are well-defined provided one of the vector fields is

smooth. Subject to this restriction the usual relations continue to

hold for this extended Lie derivative. If a volume element is given the

divergence may be defined as usual with the Lie derivative, but now

it may be a distribution.

12



1.2 Pullbacks, Pushouts and WF Sets

Let X and Y be manifolds and F : X Y a smooth map.

Recall that E(X) denotes the smooth complex-valued functions on

X and O(X) those with compact support. Then F induces a

continuous linear map F* : E(Y) E(X) : ° F. If F is

proper then F*: .49(Y) (x) continuously. Taking transposes,

one obtains continuous linear maps

F*: (x) g (Y) for F smooth,

F*:,,t511(X) .15(Y) for F proper,

the pushouts along F. If one restricts F* to 1-densities then

F* : 0491(X) (Y) continuously.

Proposition 1. If F is a submersion then

F:
1

op (X) (Y) continuously.
;-

Proof: Let f E c01(X). By definition,

<F,,,f,y9> = <f, S(p °F> = (y9 oF)f
X

for each cp E gm. Since f has compact support, by a partition

of unity argument f = Ei=1fi with supp fi and supp F*fi con-

tained in suitable coordinate charts. By virtue of the local nature of

13



submersions it suffices to consider F Rn (n = dim X,

m = -dim Y) being projection on the first m coordinates.

Now if f E 001( Rn)

dx is Lebesgue measure. Letting x1 = (x1, ... ,x'') and

m+1
x2

= (x , ... , xn), for each q) E e ( IRrn)

<F f,y9> = <f, oF>

= 40(x1)4)(x)dx
Rn

co(Yqi(Y)dY

R171

then f = 4x1x, where qi E ,45 ( 1Rn) and

x2)dx2, whence F*.f. = LTidy E ot) Rm).
n-m

IR

Hence there is a pullback F* : .0 '(Y) '(X) which is

continuous (e.g. weak *). Notice that for f E (X), F*f is

essentially obtained by "integration along the fibers.

Proposition 2. If F is a submersion X Y then the

pullback F*: 6 (Y) E (X) has a unique continuous linear exten-

sion 04, '(Y) 19 '(X) given by the preceding pullback of distribu-

tions.

Proof: Since any element of 001(Y) which annihilates 6 (Y)

14

where '4"(Y)



is zero, e(y) is weak * dense in 0/3'(Y) by Hahn-Banach. So

uniqueness is clear.

For existence, let CIO E E(Y) and f E Z 1(X). Observe that

one may regard F,,,f E 6 ' (Y). Thus
1

F*cp f> <cp,F,,,f> = <co oF,f>

where F*(p is defined by Proposition 1, therefore F*cp = cp °F. [I

Now let f E 'a(X).

Definition.
LetX0

E X, E T* X \O. Then c), WF(f) iff
x0

for each CE

co
(X)

o
with

dcp0
(x0) = there exists a neighbor -

0
00

hood V of (po in C (X) and an open neighborhood U of xo

in X such that for each integer N > 0, each g E 1_a(U) and

each bounded set B C V,

e-1tC9f , g> = O(t)

as t uniformly for co E B. Here 0 is the usual "big oh.

Note that if 0 E E (X) then Of E cet+.y(X) and

WF(0f) C WF(f), and that if 0 never vanishes there exists

0-1 E 6 (X) with 00-1 = 0-10 = 1 E

0(X). Hence for such 0,

WF(0f) = WF(f). Thus to study WF sets it suffices to consider

f E ob I(X), and in this case the definition clearly agrees with the

usual ones [19].

15



From the local theory [19] it follows that:

WF(f) is a closed conic set in T*X \O;

if U C X is open then WF(f I U) = WF(f)1U;

TrWF(f) = sing supp f, Tr the natural projection T*X X.

(Recall that C C T*X \ 0 is conic iff for each E C and all

s > 0, SE C.)

In a similar way one now defines WF(s) when s E (E)a

where E is a vector bundle over X. The three properties are

then also true for WF(s).

Remark. Observe that if w is the symplectic form on T*X

then wn is nonvanishing and defines a canonical positive 1-density

(n-1)/2 n
i. := (- ) . In a canonical chart i is represented by

1; it is called the canonical volume element (or phase volume) on

T*X. It may be used to identify 019 '(TX) and '(TX).
a

1.3 Flows

oo
Let

Cp1oc(
R, X) be the set of all proper smooth maps

I X where I is an interval containing 0. Define an action of
P P

this space on ,e(X) by

16

<13,(P> (p°v)(t)dt. (1)
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ooThis allows the consideration of C( R, X) as a subset of 00' (X).
ploc 1

Definition. P(X), the space of generalized proper paths in
oo

X, is the sequential closure of Cploc( R, X) in Bi.(x).

If one thinks of a proper smooth flow as a collection of proper

smooth paths, then one can define a generalized (or distributional)

proper flow as a sequential limit of proper smooth flows (whenever

the limit exists). It is clear from the definitions that the generalized

proper flow of a distributional vector field, when it exists, is inde-

pendent of the choice of a sequence of smooth vector fields converging

in XI to the distributional vector field.

More generally, one can define PK(X) to be the sequential
oo co

closure of C (K, X) = fp E Cploc( R, X); I C. Kl for each com-
ploc

pact K C R with 0 E K. Then P(X) = proj limK PK(X) is a

countable inverse (projective) limit since R is cr-compact and one

may think of elements of P(X) as sequences in ' (X) which may
1

not converge in 05 (X). The utility of P(X) is that it allows one
1

to consider complete smooth flows with not all paths proper, and their

sequential limits. The appearance of inverse limits is neither

mysterious nor surprising when one recalls that a smooth function on

rtn is determined by its restrictions to compact sets, which merely
co

says in words that C00( Rn) = proj limKC (K) as K runs over the



compact sets in IRE. If p = (pi , p2, p3, ) E I"(X) then the pi

are called the representatives of p. In order that they be well-

d [efined,
I shall henceforth use the sequence K. = 1, so

thatPi is the representative of p in PK.(X).
oo

One can also inject Cploc( R, X) into 01(TX), by using

(the natural life of instead of (p in (1) and taking f E oO (TX),

and form its sequential closure P* (X). There is also the accom-

panying P (X), defined in the obvious way, which contains the

generalized vector fields along generalized paths, in particular the

generalized velocity field P of a generalized path p E P(X). If

= (pi ,pz, ) E 1.5(X ) define supp p supp pi so that

supp p = Tr(supp 15). Supp p may be thought of as the geometric gen-

eralized path corresponding to p. Observe that one may consider

P. as a 1 -di str ibut io nal vector field on X with support supp pi.

Thus if p is a generalized integral curve of E and X is

provided with a distinguished 1-density, so that one may identify )(

and XI , then Isupp pi = 15i whenever the restriction is defined
1

(roughly, if WF() m N(supp pi) = gf).

Intuitively, it is now clear how to define generalized local

1-parameter groups on X, although the lack of a suitable manifold

structure on the space of local diffeomorphisms effectively stops a

direct assault. Pullbacks can be handled as follows however. Let

18

be a sequence in X converging in to and let IDE



be the flow of el. If p(x) is the maximal integral curve of

through x, p(x) will denote the (maximal) generalized integral

curve of through x. I shall say that p is the generalized flow

of If p = (p1, p2, ) E P(X) let be a sequence of proper

restrictions of pn such that p. p. in P(X).
n

Definition. If a E 2I define

each representative limit exists in C2I.

dProposition 1. pt);(0Ce for a E and E X
dt

where p is the generalized flow of

Proof: Choose .

X with in XT, let

pfl be the flow of and choose as above. Then

d , d npa (lim ) a)
dt t n dt t

n
= (lim(p. ) a)n it n

= ((p.) a)t

= *
Pt II

n *:= (lim (p. ) a ), whenever
n it

Ex. [27] Let X = IR2 be q-space and T*X = R4 be

(q, p)-space as in mechanics. Denote by 51 the Dirac delta with
1 2 2respect to q1. Consider the Hamiltonian function E = (p1+p2) + 8.1

19



From Hamilton's equations one obtains for (q(t),p(t)) an integral

.curve of HE (Sect q1ion1.4), (t) = pi(t), hi(t)

,2q (t) = p2(t), and /S2(t) = 0. If, for later convenience, the initial
1 2 0 0condition (q0,p0 ) satisfies qo > 0, qo < 0, and p /ID =

2 1

- q2/1q1 >
0 0

then q2(t) = pt + qo. To compute q (t), recall that0 2

1
= 1T2 12

E 0 6 +(q )

[cf. e.g. 37] so that

Thus

whence, if we now fix

1

=
2 cc!

1
lim
E 4, 0 " (E2 q 122

) )

2 eqllim=
.1

7 2 122
es[0 (c +(q ) )

l 1 1> 0, qis convex when q > 0 and

is concave when q1 < 0. I shall now compute q1 for fixed E.

Multiplying by 241 and integrating with respect to t one obtains

.12 02 2

(q ) = (Pi) - rE2+(q1)2

1 a12 02 2
Now q = 0 implies (q ) = (p1) , hence one may choose

sufficiently small so that q1 is never 0. Observe that for large
1 ,1 2 0 2 1q , (q ) is asymptotic to (pi) , hence by the convexity of q
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2_ 0 0 1 1the asymptotes in R are q - (p2/p1)q , q > 0. If now we

let 6 I, 0, then the curve (q(t) p(t)) consists of a ray coming in

from infinity in the forth quadrant with slope

off the q2-axis and then going off to infinity in the first quadrant with

0 , 0slope p2 /pi. It should now be clear what happens with other initial

conditions.
1 2 2As another example one can take E = (p1+p2) + h(q1 ), where

h is the Heaviside function: h(q1) = {0 if q1 < 0, 1 if q1 > o}.

By computing as in the previous example one may show that this flow

is refraction by Snell's law across the q2-axis.

The definition of generalized paths adopted here was directly

inspired by L. C. Young's paper [40]. By relaxing the requirement

that paths be functions, as opposed to some sort of distributions, the

delicate measure-theoretic questions and or ientability assumptions in

[27] may be avoided. Instead, the assumption that the coefficients of

the vector field are distribution extensions of real meromorphic

functions suffices for existence. The argument uses the Lojasiewicz

division theorem [26] and is straightforward. The special case of

geodesic flows will be written out as 2.2. 2, but it will be clear that

only minor changes are necessary for the general case.

It should be noted that the generalized paths considered here are

more general than currents [e. g. 8]. This was already true of

00
-132 /P1' reflecting
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Young's paths. However the formalism here, treating paths as types

of measures, is essentially that of currents.

1.4 Sym.plectic Geometry

Let (X, o-.) be a symplectic manifold; i. e. , X is a smooth

manifold and o- is a nondegene rate 2-form on X.

Definition. E is symalectic iff .

Since er. cr) it follows from the local Poincare

theorem that is symplectic iff J cr= df locally for some

I E E'(11 ).

Definition. Let f E E°(li ). Hf given by df o- is the

Hamiltonian vector field of f.

Note that every Hamiltonian vector field is (globally) symplectic

and that every symplectic vector field is locally Hamiltonian. Some

1 is called the Hamiltonian distribution of H1. It is unique

modulo constants.

Definition. The Poisson bracket of g E C (X) and f E Er(11 )

is {g, = Cr Hf).

One of g and f must be smooth to avoid multiplication of dis-

tributions [cf. 19, Thm, 2. 5. 10].



It is easy to see that the basic relations remain valid.

Ex. H{g, f [H gi,f= 0, {g, = fg, etc.
H

Proposition 1. If p is the generalized flow of a syrriplectic

vector field then p*o- = cr.

Proof: Check that pi*o- exists.

Conservation of Energy. If f E E'(II ) and p is the

generalized flow of Hf, then ''t '
f

Proof: Check that pig exists and apply Proposition 3. 1. D

Recall that the symplectic manifolds (X, o-) have a natural

volume element, the p volumeof mechanics, given by
1

p. := n1! ( - 1 )n(n - 1) /2(In where n = dim X.

Liouville's Theorem. If p is the generalized flow of a dis-

tributional vector field then p. whenever the left hand side is

defined.

Proof: Apply Proposition 1 to the definition of 4.

This provides the basic theorems needed to do mechanics in the

distributional setting. The main application here will be to distribu-

tional pseudoriemannian structures.

23



Ex. Let p be a distributional pseudoriemannian structure

(cf. Section 2. 1) on X. Let 0.) be the canonical 2-form on T*X

so that (T*X,0) is a symplectic manifold. One may consider

1
13 E (T*X). Then the projections in X of the generalized

integral curves of H/1 2p are the (generalized) geodesics of P

The projection or pushout (cf. Section 2) of p E (x) is

defined as follows. If p = (p1, p2, ) and each pi has compact

support then the sequence of pushouts of the is well-defined in

f)(X). IfP . does not have compact support, choose
J

E

G151(TX)a
with pn. p. in ,r) ° (TX) and define the

PJ 1 (LI

pushout of p. to be the limit of the pushouts of the p', The push-

out thus defined is independent of the choice of fpx.1} [37].
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2. SINGULAR GEOMETRY

2. 1 Distributional Pseudoriemannian. Structures

Let X be a smooth n-manifold.

Definition. A distributional pseudoriemannian structure p

on X is a distributional symmetric (2, 0)-tensor on X such that

p I x \ sing supp 3 is a (smooth) pseudoriemannian structure on

X \ sing supp p .

Locally one can represent p by a matrix (pij) of distribu-

tions on X. Similarly to the smooth case, one may consider

p E 0LRi via <13, g> = < Tr *P , g> : = <Tr *pij , locally,

where Tr* denotes the pullback and is the ith component

function in local coordinates. Here and henceforth the summation

convention is in effect. Note that 13 is a (distributional) (2, 0)-

tensor rather than a (0, 2)-tensor. As long as 13 can be inverted

(cf. Theorem 2.2) there is no need. However Hamiltonian mechanics

(cf. the following proposition) and Fourier Integral Operator theory

(see especially the discussion at the end of Section 3.2) strongly indi-

cate that the most natural environment of a structure is the cotangent

bundle, and indeed require it if 13 is not invertible.

Proposition 1. If 3 is a smooth pseudoriemannian structure
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on X then the geodesics of p are the projections in X of the

integral curves of H1/213

Proof: Let (U, x) be a chart and let (x, be the induced

canonical coordinates on T*X1U. Consider an integral curve
213

(q, p) of H/1 lying over U. Since

from Hamilton's equations that j1Pijpj and

aphk 1 aphk h k1

- 2 i PhPk 2 ipp
ax ax

since 13ijp = Si impliesjk k

api/i pjk
aX 8x

Now compute

d d ij
4 =

ij
dt Pj) = dt Pj P

+

813
ai3ij .k 1 jk j.kq p. pqq
axk j 2 ax

ap/j .j,k ii 0131k j,k 1
ap jk,j.kqq +13 qq + qq

ax axj
/ 2

ax

i .j.k
=

-rikq
q

_

it follows
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whence (q, p) is a geodesic. Conversely, if q is a geodesic,

then reversing the preceding calculation shows that (q, p) satisfies

Hamilton's equations, where P. ij hence is an integral curve

Thus the following definition (as indicated in Section 1.4) will

agree with the classical ones in the smooth case.

Definition. The (generalized) geodesics of a distributional

pseudoriemannian structure p are the pushouts (or projections) of

the generalized integral curves of H
i/213 (considering

13 E ' (T*X),,).
Et

Due to their importance in geometry and in the singularity

theorems of Hawking and Penrose, a notion of conjugate points is

needed. Since the version given here seems to be new even in the

smooth case, I shall review that first.

Let
x0

E X. Recall that one of the characterizations of the

conjugate locus C(x0 ) of xo is in terms of the exponential map at

xo. Precisely, x E C(x0) iff x is a singular value of

exp T X X. Now if p is a smooth pseudoriemannian struc-
xo X 0

ture on X, exp (v) Trpi(v) for v E Tx X sufficiently near 0,
xo

0

where p is the flow of the vector field on TX which corresponds
1 /213

to H and Tr TX X the natural projection. For x to be

27



a singular value of exp when exp (v) = x means that
x0 x0

rank exp * = rank Tr*pi* < n at v. Since P is the flow of a
x0

1spray,
Trp1

(v) = Trp ( v) so that Tr D1* drops rank at v ifft t *,-

Tr *Pt*
1drops rank at v, at least when t 0. Thus conjugate

points lie below precisely those points where rank Tr ,p , < n.

In order to obtain the characterization of conjugate points

referred to above, a closer analysis of the map * t* is necessary.

For this purpose we may return to the cotangent bundle, so now

Tr T*X X and p is the flow of HI . It will be convenient to

use some terminology from symplectic geometry, which will now be

recalled. If (Y,o-) and (Z, T) are symplectic manifolds, a smooth

map F : Y Z is a svmplectomorphism iff F*T =o. If Z is

now an arbitrary manifold with dim Z = dim Y, an immersion

F Z Y is Lagrangian iff F*o- 0, and if Y is the cotangent

space of some manifold, F is conic provided F(Z) is a conic

subset of Y (cf. Section 1.2). The symplectic manifold of interest

here is T*X with symplectic form co, the canonical 2-form on

T*X. Each fiber of TT*X is a symplectic vector space; i.e. , a

vector space provided with a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form.

A subspace of a symplectic vector space is Lagrangian iff the natural

inclusion is a Lagrangian immersion.

Returning to the situation considered at the beginning of the

preceding paragraph, it is easy to see that since p is the flow of
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a symplectic vector field pt is a syrnplectomorphism. Observe

that T* X is a Lagrangian submanifold of T*X (which is conic).
0

Hence p (T* X), when defined, will be a (conic) Lagrangiant x
0

immersion in T*X, with tangent space atequal toPt( )

p T* X. In any case, one may think of p T* X as the germ
xo xo

pt(of a Lagrangian submanifold at Thus there is associated to

each in T* X a liftingof the integral curve through
X-Sfr0

to the Gras smann bundle of Lagrangian planes AT TX given by

(t) = p ,T T* X. Therefore the point x = 1rpt() is conjugate to
xo

iff Tr , X (t) drops rank.
0

More generally, the caustic set of a Lagrangian immersion

L T*X is the set of all Tr L() E X such that rr.j iT1 drops

rank, where E L. If p is the flow of a symplectic vector field

on T*X then the caustic set of the flow p out of t(L) is

T L < n}. Summarizing the pre-trrpt (I ); E L and rank IT *113t *1* -

ceding arguments there is

Theorem 2. The conjugate locus of x E X is the caustic set
0

of the geodesic flow out of T* X. D

x0

According to [6; 21], the set {pti (I); I E L and

rankTr IP t* t Tf L < n} is an unfolding in the sense of Thom, the* *

unfol.<:_glin of the caustic.
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Ex. Caustics in geometric optics are located at those points

which are conjugate to the light source along light rays (null

geodes ics ).

Following the procedure given in Section 1.3, if p is a dis-

tributional pseudoriemannian structure and p( ) is the generalized

integral curve through E T* X, one can associate
'0

E p(ATT*X) (recall that ATT):(X is closed in GnTT*X, the

Grassmann bundle of n-planes). ATT*X is a fiber bundle over X

with projection also denoted TT.

Definition. The conjugate locus of x0
is

C(x0 ) = {Tr(f); E supp X/ and rank Tr < n}.
S -

This means that conjugate points of distributional pseudoriemannian

structures are limits (in the appropriate sense) of sequences of con-

jugate points of approximating smooth pseudoriemannian structures.

2.2 Connections and Curvature

We come now to the problem of constructing the familiar

geometric objects associated to a pseudoriemannian structure. In

order to motivate the general definitions I shall again review the

smooth case first.
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subspaces over T*X. In general, however, there is no natural

vector bundle structure on this bundle.

In order to define the horizontal bundle of a distributional

pseudoriemannian structure, some general constructions on fiber

bundles are necessary. Let rr : E B be a fiber bundle and

denote by r(B,E), or just F(E) when B is clear, the smooth

sections. Observe that any smooth section is a proper map B E.

If B has a preferred density p. , one can define an action of F(E)

on GO (E) by <f, (p> := .51 Op of), where f e F(E) and co E (E).

As in Section 1.3, this yields an injection IT(E) Ti(E) and I shall

define EI(E), the distribu iona ions of E, to be the sequen-

tial closure of r(E) in GO' (E). If E is a vector bundle and

instead of d9(E) one uses (E), the smooth functions whose

support projects to a compact set in B and which are linear on thee

fibers one recovers the usual distributional sections of E. Clearly

these constructions can be extended to obtain a -distributional sections

of E.

Now let p be a distributional pseudoriemannian structure on

X and choose a sequence of smooth structures {p} to

p in the distribution topology. Let len be the field of horizontal

spaces Levi-Civita associated to 13 , -ye E r ( AT T *X ) . Recall that

T*X has a preferred dens ity the phase volume. I shall say that

7e E '(ATT *X ) is the field of horizontal spaces Levi-Civita
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associated to p iff f in E1(ATT*X). Somewhat loosely,

we may say that 7-e provides ATV(X with a distributional vector

bundle structure.

If E is a smooth vector bundle over X, recall that a

covariant derivative V on E is a first order differential operator

r(E) r(L(Tx,E)) i.e. , v E Diff1(E, L(TX,E)). According to

Proposition 1. 1.1 and the remark following it, one may consider

V : V(E) Eit(L(TX,E)). Continuing with Pn
and p as before,

let vn be the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of I shall say

that V is the Levi -Civita covariant derivative of p iff

Vn
V D EI(L(TX,E)) where D D may not be all of

E!(E) since V will be a differential operator with distributional

coefficients and the usual unpleasantness of products occurs. In any

case, however, V : r(E) t(L(TX, E )).

Note that by the nature of the definitions and constructions

neither le nor V depends on the choice of {Pn}, essentially

since convergence always takes place in a distribution topology.

It should now be clear how to define any standard geometric

object associated to p : take the objects associated to the pn and

see if, as a sequence, they converge in the appropriate distributional

space. This leaves the question of existence open however. Before I

give a theorem, let me recall two facts from differential topology.

First, any smooth map between analytic manifolds can be
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approximated by analytic maps [ I 1]. Second, any smooth (even of

finite class) manifold has a compatible analytic structure [11; 15].

Thus the following theorem, although perhaps not esthetically satisfy-

ing, nevertheless covers the existence question in essence. In

particular, it will more than suffice for the needs of this thesis.

Theorem 2. Let X be a manifold with a distributional pseudo-

riemannian structure 13 . If the local components Pij are distribu-

tional extensions of real meromorphic functions, then all standard

geometric objects associated to p exist as distributional objects.

Proof: If 13i3 I X \ sing supp p f /g, where f and g are

real analytic functions, then by the Lojasiewicz division theorem [26]

there exists a distinguished [2] distribution T such that gT = f.

Saying that T extends fig, it follows easily that for any scalar

differential operator P, PT extends P(f/g). Moreover there is a

distinguished S which extends g/f and the products ST = TS are

well-defined, in fact ST = 1. Similarly, the products (PS)(QT),

(PT)(QT), etc. , P and Q differential operators, are all well

defined. Thus one can use the classical local tensor formulation to

construct the desired geometric objects.

Remark. Atiyah's paper [2] provides a most beautiful and

elegant proof of the Lojasiewicz theorem via Hironaka's theorem on

the resolution of singularities. As noted by Atiyah, this latter
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theorem should be of particular relevance to the study of characteris-

tic varieties (cf. Section 3. 1),

Definition. A distributional pseudoriemannian structure will be

called a singular geometry iff all the standard associated geometric

objects exist as distributional objects.

Ex. Any (X,P) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2 is a

singular geometry. Let (X, p) be a singular geometry. The

Christoffel symbols are distributions on X:

ap ap
i 1 if(aP.ekr =ik p axi a.k ax.e

The covariant derivative of a smooth vector field u is

iu. aui i+r u
; k;Jjkax

iwhere the u are smooth, hence is a distributional vector field.

ij12The canonical density det(P) / is now a 1-distribution.



3. FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS

3.1 Basic Properties

The classical method of solving differential equations was to

find a parametrix, an operator which inverted the differential
oo

operator in question modulo C functions. Parametr ices for

elliptic operators are contained in a class of singular integral

operators introduced by Mihlin [28] and Calderon and Zygmund [4]

which later became known as pseudodifferential operators after

Friedrichs and Lax [10]. Using alternate definitions, Kohn and

Nirenberg [23], Hormander [16] and others developed the full calculus

for these operators. Returning to the singular integral approach,

Hormander [19] used oscillatory integrals to construct a class of

operators he had called Fourier integral operators [18] in order to

extend the parametrix construction to hyperbolic, parabolic and other

differential operators. Historically, singular integrals go back at

least to Poincare's research on the oblique derivative problem. A

signal contribution was that of F. Noether who studied Poincare's

work and, as a result of his efforts to fill in some gaps, obtained a

special case of the Index Theorem in 1921. Hilbert transforms are

also pseudodifferential operators, and the history of quantum theory is

replete with singular integrals. See [35] for a more complete survey,

especially of the early history.
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In this section I shall briefly review the definitions and calculus

of Fourier Integral Operators for the convenience of the reader [cf.

19; 7].

A phase function q on X is an element of C (X x( IRN\ 0))

which is positively homogeneous of degree one in the second variable

and has no critical points. co is nondegene rate iff the forms

do co /a ei , 1 < j < N, are linearly independent on

C = {(x, 0); d co(x, 0) = o}. Denote by L the image of C under
CP 0 CP

:0 T*X \ 0 (k, 0) (x,d yo(x , 0)).

Recall that a E E (X X RN), the smooth complex-valued

functions, is a symbol of order m and type p, denoted

a E S ( X X RN), iff for every compact K C X and all multiindices

a and p there exists a constant Ca, p, K
such that for all

(x, 0) E XxR

DPDaa(x, (3)1 < C (1+x 0 a , p, K I)rn- a - I P I

when X C IRn is open. This property is invariant under diffeo-

morphisms so Sm(X x RN) is well-defined when X is a manifold.

One can extend this to Sm(V,E) where V is a cone bundle over

X and E is a vector bundle over V [19, Chapt 1].

Let E, F be (complex) vector bundles over X, Y re spec -

tively; dim X = n, dim Y n. A Fourier Integral Operator A of



order m and type p from sections of Ea (see Section 1. 1) to

sections of F1 -a is determined by a conic Lagrangian immersion

(see Section 2. 2) L T*(Y x X) together with a (principal) symbol

m+n+nt
4

a E S (L, F E.*

where F and E are regarded (via pullbacks) as sitting over L

and K is the Keller-Maslov bundle over L (cf. the Appendix or
1

[19, Chapt. 3]). We always have m R, and when < p < 1

the operator is continuousa(E) S' (F). (If one allows non-1-a

homogeneous phase functions one may delete "conic" [6], but this

introduces some unpleasant features. ) The set of all such operators

is denoted Im(E ,F ).
p 1-a

Locally, the distribution kernel A of the operator A can be

described as follows. Choose {uj an atlas of Y X X which

trivializes F E such that for each U. there exists an integer
J

N. >. 0 and a nondegenerate phase function (p. defined in an open
N. 3J

conic V. U. x ( R 3\ 0) with L open in L and i a

j
50.

J
J 3 40

diffeomorphism. Choose local. representatives

with

n+n'-2N.
m+ N.

4 X R J,Fa. E S Rn+n'
3 P

E* U.)
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N.
supp a. C {(y, x, t0)t > 1, (y, x, 0) E K compact C (ImU.) X R 31.

Then if u E r(F* dydx denotes Lebesgue measure in ImU.
N.

and d0 Lebesgue measure in

-
y(n+nt-E2N.)/4ssi(c9.( ,x,0)-TrN./4)

3<A.,u> (21r) e (a.(y,x,0),u(y,x))dydxd0.

Finally, A = EA., a locally finite sum in the yx-variables.
3

(Recall from Section 1.1 that ( ) denotes fiberwise contraction. )

In a suitable sense [19;6], a is asymptotic to Ea..

A is properly supported ill the natural projections of Y x X

onto the factors are proper when restricted to supp A. Such an A

extends uniquely to A : T(E)

Ex. If X = Y and L is the normal bundle of the diagonal

in X x X, the operators determined by L (and any symbol) are

the pseudodifferential operators. Among the properly supported

pseudodifferential operators one finds all differential operators (cf.

Section 1.1).

Properly supported operators whose domains and codomains

match may be composed to give a Fourier Integral Operator, and the

symbol of the composition is the product of the symbols given by a

special pair ing on densities [19, p. 181].
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In the following sections the symbol of A will be denoted

TA. Note that one may regard TA L L(E,F) (8) K1, where to

be precise E and F are again regarded as over L. Thus one

can consider the rank of TAW F1, I E L.

Definition. The characteristic variet\L of A, ch(A), is the

set in L where TA
fails to have maximal rank, provided cr

is homogeneous "far out.

When L T*(Y x X) is injective one may consider L

and ch(A) as subsets and when Y = X one may consider them as

subsets of T*X by projecting. This is useful, and will be done,

whenever A is a pseudodifferential operator.

Ex. If A is a differential operator, for each x E X,

ch(A) T*X is an algeraic variety (zero set of polynomials).

Remark. One can characterize WF(u) as rm ch(A), where

A runs over all pseudodifferential operators which have order 0,

are properly supported and with Au smooth [19].

3.2 Propagation of Singularities

Let P be a pseudodifferential operator of order m and

type 1 from sections of Ea to sections of F1-a



P E P Diffm(Ea, Fl_a) rnI1 (Ea, Fl_a). Remember that one must

regard E, F as sitting over L = T*X \ 0 in this case, so that

precisely P E P Diffm((ir*E)a,(Tr*F),_a). By using the phase volume

p. on TX one may naturally identify all the density bundles on

T*X. It also turns out that the Keller -Maslov bundle is naturally

trivial in this case. Thus one may write P E P Diffm(E,F) and

o-p T*X \ 0 ~ L(E,F) unambiguously. More generally, when

Y = X one has Ini(E,F).

If E = F = TI C then one may consider a E E (T*X\ 0).

Recall that T*X \O is a symplectic manifold via the canonical

2-form CO T*X \O. The following theorem is 6.1.1 in [7].

Theorem 1. Let P E P Diff (X) := P Diffm(r) 0 C, I 0 C)m

be properly supported with real symbol o- homogeneous of degreeP

m. If Pu = f for u, f E co °(X) then WF(u) \WF(f) C. ch(P) and
o-p

is invariant under the flow of H in ch(P) \WF(f). []

The following more general form is the one that will actually be

used in the sequel. Its proof presents no additional difficulties [7].

Corollary 2. Let P E P Diff (E,E) be properly supported

with deto o-p real and homogeneous of degree m (fiber dim E).

If Pu = f then WF(u) \WF(f) ch(P) and is invariant under the

flow of Hdetoo-p in ch(P) \WF(f).
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coisotropic iff each FT Z
z

is coisotropic in TF(z)Y. Also recall

that an algebraic variety V may be decomposed into the regular

part V, which is a manifold, and the singular part V with

dense in V.

In general, if P E P Diffm(E,F) then A(P) coisotropic is a

necessary condition for local solvability [17]. Thus one may as well

assume that ch(P) is coisotropic (since here the equation Pu = f

is assumed to have at least one sclution), in which case it is invari-

antly foliated into bicharacteristic strips, the projections of which in

X are bicharacteristics. If the foliation is extended to ch(P)

discretely over the singular set, there is a similar theorem about

propagation of singularities being invariant under the foliation. Since

I shall not need it here, this indication should suffice.

As an example I shall compute the propagation of singularities

of a generalized wave equation.

Ex. Let p be a smooth pseudo riemannian structure on X

00
and recall that one may think of p E c (r*x), so that the natural

lifts of geodesics correspond to the integral curves of H1
/zp

(Section 2.1). Let (e.) be a local orthonormal frame field and

42

Recall that a subspace V of a symplectic vector space

(Wp is coisotropic iff w E W,Cr(W,V) = 0 for all v E V} C V. If

(Y,T) is a symplectic manifold then an immersion F : Z Y is



u E X . Define div u := eiP(v u,e.) where ei p(e., e.). (Recall
e. 1 1

1
00

that the summation convention is in effect. ) For f E C (X) define

Of div grad f = Eip(7_ grad f, e.) ei(eiei(f)-v_ e,(f)). 0 is the
ei ei

d'Alembertian or La lace-Beltrami operator associated to p and

Of ---- 0 is the generalized wave equation on X. (The sign conven-

tions adopted here yield A = E.(02/a(x)2) as the Laplacian
oo

To compute the symbol, choose g E C (X) with g(x) 0 and

dg(x) , for some fixed but arbitrary x E X and E TX \O.

Then

0- -
10(g2 )(x)-1ei(e.e.(g2)-2gdg(V e.))(x)
2 2 e.

= EI(Cre q»2 MO

It follows that the bicharacteristics are the null geodesics of p , so

that the singularities of f propagate along the "light rays. " If p

is Lorentzian, its null geodesics are the light rays of geometric

optics.

We have already seen that the caustics of geometric optics are

the conjugate points along the null geodesics (Section 2.1). Appar-

ently, the symbol of an operator P should be regarded as some

sort of (possibly degenerate) generalized pseudoriemannian structure

on X, whose geometry controls the behavior of singularities of
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solutions u of Pu = f. In this light it seems that a more detailed

study of the geometry of ch(P) should lead to more information

about the behavior of singularities.

Remark. There is a refined notion of WF sets that allows

one to study problems involving finite differentiability hypotheses

[7, p. 201].

3 . 3 Parametrices

I shall discuss the scalar case first. Let P E P Diff (X). P

is of real principal type in X iff P is properly supported with

real homogeneous symbol Cr of order m and no complete

bicharacteristic strip of P stays over a compact set in X; i.e.

no complete bicharacteristic is impris oned in the sense of Hawking

and Ellis [13] (cf. Sections 4. 1 and 4.3 for additional comments). If

one partitions ch(P) via chi(P) = E ch(P); rank o-pjKer Tr* = j at

then the last condition is equivalent to ch0 (P) . (Those familiar

with the concept will recognize {chi(P)} as a stratification. ) There

is the following theorem [7, Thm. 6. 3.3].

Theorem 1. If P is of real principal type in X, then the

following are equivalent;

P 0.5 t(X) -~" '(X) E (X) is surjective;

For every compact K C X there exists a compact
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K° X such that K° contains any interval on a bichar-

acteristic of P having both endpoints in K. 9

When X satisfies condition (2) above one says that X is

P-pseudoconvex [7, p. 217]. In this case there are criteria for the

existence of genuine solutions [7, Thm. 6.3.4].

Theorem 2. If P is of real principal type in X which is

P-pseudoconvex then these are equivalent.

The equation Pu = f has a solution u E °(X) for every

f E 045/ t(X) such that <f, v> = 0 for all

v E (X) n Ker tP;

Same as (1) but with u, f E E (x);

For every compact K C X there exists a compact

IK° C. X such that if v E 6 t(X) and supp tPv K then

tPv = tPw for some t(X) with supp w C Kt;

Same as (3) but with v,w E 00 (X). 9

Here tP is the transpose of P with respect to the distribution

pairing < , > .

Finally, [7, Thm. 6. 5.3] provides for the existence of (two-

sided) parametrices E and E such that

E - E- E /2)
-1.11(X X X) whenever P is of real principal type

1

and X is P-pseudoconvex. Somewhat loosely, one may think of



as being a pseudodifferential operator except at the diagonal of

ch(P) X ch(P) where the symbol becomes highly singular. In general

this cannot be avoided.

If now P E P Diff (E,E), where E is a vector bundle over
1.11

X, is properly supported with det o crp real and homogeneous of

degree m (fiber dim E) and ch0 (P) = o then Theorems 1 and 2

remain valid and parametrices can be constructed when X is

P-pseudoconvex. The arguments parallel those in [7] and are omitted.

More generally, if P E P Diff (E, F) is properly supported with

homogeneous symbol Cr and cho(P) = yf then one can construct

parametr ices as in [17, Lemma 1. 0. 2] provided that det ° o-p*p is

real, where P* is the adjoint of P with respect to suitably

chosen Hermitian structures on E and F, and of course that X

is P-pseudoconvex.
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4. GENERAL RELATIVITY

4.1 Review of the Smooth Theory

In this section I shall give an outline of some of the main

features of general relativity in the smooth case. Two standard

references at the introductory level are Weinberg [39] and Misner,

Thorne and Wheeler [30]. Both of these are aimed at physicists how-

ever, and I feel most mathematicians will prefer Sachs and Wu [33]

since it is written for them in particular. At a more advanced level

Hawking and Ellis [13] seems to be the best available treatment,

despite its misrepresentation of the nature of distributions. With all

these excellent and exhaustive references readily available, the main

purpose of this section is to fix notation and conventions. In particu-

lar, recall that the summation convention is in effect (since Section

2.1).

The arena for general relativity is a smooth manifold X. At

this point the physical motivation begins to make itself felt: we may

as well assume X is connected since we would have no knowledge of

other components anyway. The physical concepts of space and time

are traditionally reflected in the geometric structure: X is

assumed to have a Lorentzian structure P; i.e. , a nondegenerate

symmetric (2,0)-tensor (cf. Section 2.1) of constant signature 2-n
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(i.e. , + - -). For various reasons [13,33] arising from causality
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and energy density, it is physically desirable to assume that X is

not compact; otherwise, e. g. , one would be able to travel into one

own past. In addition there is an obstruction, the Euler characteris-

tic, to the existence of smooth Lorentzian structures on compact

manifolds. Every noncompact manifold admits a Lorentzian structure.

Indeed, every noncompact manifold admits a nonvanishing one-form

u. If 3 is a Riemannian structure then p given by

p(v, w) 2 13-(u_, v)r3(u, w)

(u, u)

defines a Lorentzian structure. Thus (X, p) will denote a con-

nected noncompact Lorentzian manifold for the remainder of this

section.

Remember that although it is customary that p be a

(0, 2)-tensor , we have seen in the preceding chapter that it is more

convenient for the present formulation of the theory to use a

(2, 0) -tensor.

A co vector E T*X \0 is timelike iff pc > 0, null or

lightlike iff pc = 0 and spacelike iff pc < o. One says

is causal iff is timelike or null. The null covectors in each

fiber form a double cone which separates the timelike and spacelike

covectors. Recall that p determines an isomorphism

TX 1"- T*X, which will be denoted in either direction by a tilde. Thus
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a vector v E TX is timelike, null or spacelike according as Ci is.

A smooth path p IR X is timelike (spacelike, causal) iff its

velocity field IS is everywhere timelike (spacelike, causal). A

Lorentzian manifold is time-orientable iff there exists a nonvanishing

timelike vector field. In the appropriate sense, this means it is pos-

sible to make a smooth choice of causal cones. One defines the notion

of space-orientable similarly. By using the Lorentz group instead

of the orthogonal group, one can construct characteristic classes for

Lorentzian manifolds [cf. 29]. Time-orientability and space-

orientability may then be described by the vanishing of appropriate

characteristic classes in the same way that the usual notion of

orientability is described by the vanishing of the first Stiefel-Whitney

class.

Most physicists agree that any reasonable candidate for

spacetime should be causal; i. e., should not contain any closed

causal curves. Quantum considerations further lead to the desirability

of some sort of stability of this notion. Thus a Lorentzian manifold

(X,13) is stably causal iff there is an open neighborhood of p in the

Whitney topology (also known as the strong or fine topology) consisting

of causal structures. Intuitively, a stably causal structure remains

causal after small perturbations. One thing that makes this mathe-

matically interesting is that stable causality implies time-orientability.
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Proposition 1 [13, p. 198]. (X, P) is stably causal iff there is

a smooth function on X with timelike gradient.

Causality conditions are also one of the ingredients in the Hawking-

Penrose signularity theorems [13, Sect. 8.2]. Locally, stable

causality on a compact set implies that there are no causal curves

imprisoned (see Section 3.3) in the compact set [13, Prop. 6.4. 7].

On the other hand some of the singularities predicted by

physicists give rise to causality violations. Thus I shall define a

(smooth) spacetime to be a (smooth) connected noncompact Lorentzian

manifold.

Matter and energy in a spacetime are conventionally described

by a symmetric 2-tensor, the stress-energy or energy-momentum

tensor T. Physically, the properties of symmetry and rank 2 are

motivated by classical examples, such as an electromagnetic field or

a particle flow.

Ex. The electromagnetic field is described by a one-form

called the potential. The field tensor is then F 2da yielding the

energy-momentum tensor

1

Tij ik= (F Fk-
31p..Fhi FM).

j 4

A perfect fluid may be described by a function p, the



pressure, and a unit vector field v whose integral curves are the

flow lines. The stress-energy tensor is

= (p-hp)vivi + pPij

where L is the energy density, also a function.

That T should be a tensor may be considered as one manifestation

of the famous Principle of Equivalence. (According to Weinberg [39

and references cited there] it is impossible to construct a Lorentz-

invariant quantum theory for massless particles of spin 2 (e.g.

gravitons) unless the corresponding classical field theory obeys the

Principle of Equivalence. ) Now let Ric denote the Ricci tensor and

R the scalar curvature of p . Choosing units in which c 1 = G

and absorbing the 8n into T. the Einstein equation becomes

1Ric - PR = T.

Since G is not needed as a constant, I shall employ it in its other
1standard use as G(P) := Ric - pR, the Einstein operator. When

T is given a priori this equation is bad enough, but as we saw in the

examples T usually depends on P so that what is really needed

is a solution of G(P) T(P) = 0. This extreme nonlinearity is the
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source of much difficulty, but there is a physically interesting class of
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spacetimes in which the equation is linear (see Section 3).

Many modifications of general relativity and the Einstein

equation have been proposed. One of the more popular is that of

Brans and Dicke, which attempts to allow for the interaction of dis-

tant matter in determining the local gravitational field by means of a

scalar field incorporated into T. For more details and other

examples see [30;39]. Some use a connection with torsion., see [14]

for a recent review. I shall confine myself here to the standard equa-

tion as above and always use the Levi-Civita connection.

4.2 Extension to Singular Geometries

I am now ready to formalize my concept of spacetime singu-

lar ities

Definition. A singular:space-time is a smooth connected

manifold X together with a singular geometry 13 (see Section 2.2)

such that 31X \ sing supp p is a Lorentzian structure. The set

E := sing supp 13 is referred to as the singular set of the spacetime

or the set of spaceti_mesingularities and 13 is called a Lorentzian

singular geometry.

Note that if E /, (X, (3) is a spacetime in the previous sense pro-

vided X is noncompact. On the other hand, if E II/ then

(X \ P x E) is always a spacetime in the previous sense. One
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advantage of singular geometries is that every manifold has a

Lorentzian singular geometry. From now on, (X, p) denotes a

singular spacetime.

The extension of general relativity to singular spacetimes is

largely purely formal. For example, since p is a singular

geometry the Ricci tensor Ric and the scalar curvature R exist

as distributional tensors and the product pR is well-defined. Thus

one may require that p satisfy the Einstein equation

1Ric - PR = T,

where T is also a distributional tensor now. In Chapter 5 a

specific example of such a T will be computed.

On the macro level, the use of distributions agrees with one's

physical intuition since in common experience objects have edges.

On the micro level, however, the use of distributions must be

regarded in certain cases as an idealization; e. g. , the representation

of a particle by means of a Dirac delta. Yet at the same time quantum

theory is one of the places where distributions have been indispensible.

One can in fact make a good case for distribution theory being a result

of quantum theory. Thus it seems reasonable to expect that this

formulation of general relativity will lend itself more easily to

quantization, especially in light of the recent developments in

geometric quantization [cf. e.g. , 24; 36].



Now let us consider the causality and energy conditions. Two

reasonable ways in which to formulate these conditions are:

1) require that the condition hold away from E; and 2) require that

the condition hold in a suitable distribution sense. I shall consider

energy conditions first.

Intuitively, the typical energy condition is a means of saying that

gravity is always attractive. In the smooth theory this formally takes

the form of an inequality such as T > 0 or Ric > 0 on causal

vectors. Since the singular support of all geometric objects associ-

ated to p is contained in the singular set E of X, the first

alternative is to require T > 0 or Ric > 0 on causal vectors over

X \E. The other is to require that T > 0 or Ric > 0 on the

elements of B (TX
1

over E is causal iff there is a sequence of smooth Lorentzian struc-

tures
Pn P

in the distribution topology such that v is causal

for each pn. Clearly the second notion implies the first. Comparing

with [13], either is a reasonable extension of their energy conditions.

If E is nowhere dense the two notions are equivalent, but it is easy

to see that if E has nonempty interior then they are not. If

PI X \ E is locally representable by real meromorphic functions and

13 is its distributional extension then E is nowhere dense. In the

rest of this thesis I shall say that (X, (3) satisfies the energy condi-

tion if the first alternative holds for Ric(P).

TX) which are causal, where a vector
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Now consider causality conditions. In this case it may be

physically reasonable to require only that f3 satisfy a causality

condition outside some neighborhood of E, rather than on X\.

Since the presence of certain types of singularities precludes the

time -orientabilityof X \ E, it would seem that imposing any sort

of distributional causality condition on all of X is unnecessarily

restrictive. It might even exclude the very singularity that is to be

analyzed from some particular model. Thus I shall content myself

for the present with considering causality conditions only in particular

cases, and then only when necessary.

Finally, I shall say that two points are connected by a general-

ized geodesic p iff both points lie in supp p. A generalized

proper geodesic is timelike, null or spacelike according as it is the

limit of a sequence of timelike, null or spacelike, respectively,

proper geodesics. This is equivalent to saying that the support of its

generalized velocity field (cf. Section 1.3) contains only timelike, null

or spacelike vectors, respectively, when it makes sense. A general-

ized geodesic is timelike, null or spacelike iff its representatives are

(cf. Section 1.3). If X \ E is time -orientable and if the bundles of

future and past vectors can be extended continuously and disjointly

across E I shall say that X is time-orientable. In this case the

usual notion of the chronological (causal) future I (S) (J (S)) of

S C X may be defined as the set of points in X that can be



connected to S by a piecewise future timelike (causal) geodesic.
-

There is the dual notion of chronological (causal) past I (S) (J (S))

defined in the obvious way°, such duals will not be explicitly defined

again. It should now be clear how to translate any other desired con-

cepts from Hawking and Ellis [13]. As a last example, S is future

trapped iff E+(S) (S)\ I+(S), the future horismos of S, is

compact.

4.3 Some Algebraically Special Spacetimes

Consider the class of Lorentzian singular geometries on R

of the form

R = + fX OD X (1)

where ri is the Minkowski structure diag(1, -1, , -1), f E BI(11 )

is a real distribution and X. is a distributional vector field which is

null with respect to both Ti and 13. When f and X are smooth

(1) is known as a Kerr-Schild structure after [22], and I extend the

usage here. Kerr and Schild originally considered such smooth

structures due to the ease of raising and lowering indices and because

any vector null for one of 13, Ti is null for both [22]. The most inter-

esting feature of smooth Kerr -Schild structures is that the full

Einstein equation is linear [12]. This means that the gravitational

field is not 'its own source. If a singular geometry can be put into
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Kerr -Schild form by a coordinate choice, then these coordinates

represent an accelerated frame by the Principle of Equivalence. In

some sense the problem of finding such coordinates is analogous to

the classical problem of isothermal coordinates, and represents an

interesting avenue for further research.

In local coordinate form, Einstein's equation becomes a system

(in mixed components)

i 1

Rj - jR = T. ,

where R. are the mixed components of Ric. If one examines the

calculations in [12] one sees that they are completely formal. Hence

the result is valid in the singular geometry case and the Einstein

equations are

a a (ilijakt 2,nkhrri
ii h

where 8, denotes covariant differentiation with respect to 11 and

T is the stress-energy tensor of everything except the gravitational

field. Observe that if ri is an arbitrary smooth Lorentzian struc-

ture and IRn is replaced by a manifold X, then (2) will be linear

when T1 is flat (or homaloidal). Hence it follows that for general

Lorentzian singular geometries of Kerr-Schild form (1) the Einstein

equations are locally given by (2) as linear equations whenever Ti is



where a, m > 0, q and p are constants and r is given by

x2 2+y2

+ 1.
2 2r +a

Physically, m represents mass, q electric charge, p magnetic

charge (if one believes in magnetic monopoles; otherwise p = 0) and

a angular momentum [5]. A straightforward computation shows that

this determines a Lorentzian structure of the form (1) on IR.4 \ t-axis.

Since all the component functions are analytic on R4 \t-axis, it fol-

lows from 2.2.2 that (3) extends to a Lorentzian singular geometry on

R4. By setting various constants equal to zero, one obtains the

(3)
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flat. This is the algebraically special class to which I shall hence-

forth restrict my attention. It is clearly strictly larger than the class

obtained through the traditional linearization procedure. The follow-

ing example shows that it contains those structures of greatest physi-

cal interest.

Ex. In R4 with coordinates (t, x, y, z) consider the following

line element:

ds2 = dt2 - dx2 - dy2
2- dz

3 22 2 2 - 22mr -r q -r p r(xdx+ydy)-a(xdy-ydx) zdz422r +a z 2 2r +a
+ dt



classical black holes: a = q = p = 0 yields the Schwarzschild

structure, a = p = 0 Reissner-Nordstrom, q = p = 0 Kerr, and

p = 0 charged Kerr. Note that all are obtained as Lorentzian singu-

lar geometries on all of 1R4. In each case it is easy to see that the

singular set E coincides with the accepted singularity locus.

Thus reassured, one may now proceed to investigate the general

theory. For the rest of this section (X, p) will denote a Lorentzian

singular geometry with p = ri + fX where T1 is a smooth flat

Lorentzian structure on X, f E El(1) ) and X E XI is null for

both Ti and p. As usual, 3,TI and X will denote the covariant

forms.

The left hand side of (2) locally defines a second order differen-

tial operator G on (2, 0)-tensors. In order to compute the symbol
co

o-G
choose (x, E T*X and g E C (X) with dg(x) = and

g(x) = 0. Then locally, for s a (2, 0)-tensor,

(o-G(
) s)ki (x) = G(g2s) (x)

2

.(1,1i.j
-Ti

j_rif iskj+nki ij)(x)
(4)

j

whence

(FG(
) = rn, - 2 SYrri(1 11 )

where Sym denotes symmetrization and __I contraction. Observe

that since G is a differential operator it is properly supported and
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that
o-G

is homogeneous of degree two. Thus one can apply 3.2. 2.

Since the symbol depends only on 11, the propagation of

wF(p) \ wF(GP) is independent of p E Bi(TX TX). This is the

precise sense in which the propagation of the classical black holes is

the same. Also observe that, as remarked in Section 3. 1, ch(G)

may be viewed as a family of real algebraic varieties parameterized

by X. Each variety is the zero locus of a homogeneous polynomial

and hence of codimension one and the product of IR \ 0 with a pro-

jective variety (i. e. , one which can be algebraically embedded in a

(real) projective space). At this time it seems that it will require a

healthy dose of algebraic geometry in order to obtain information on

the bicharacteristic strips in general.

Finally, I shall discuss the solvability of the system (2) when

is given. From 3.3. 1 as extended at the end of Section 3.3 it
oo

follows that one can solve mod C for any T E EI(TX 0 TX) if

G is of real principal type and X is G-pseudoconvex. Thus the

notion of imprisonment (cf. Sections 3.3 and 4. 1) is crucial for the

complete bicharacteristics. One could define yet another causality

condition, bicharacteristic causality, in the obvious way so that it

would be a necessary condition for solvability of (2) for given

T E 5'(TX OD TX). The extended version of 3.3. 2 implies that the

existence of genuine solutions depends on tG. A quick inspection of

(2) shows that G is its own transpose so that the relevant condition
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from 3.3.2(1) is that <T, v> 0 for all v E P(TX 6 TX) rm Ker G.

Clearly if T is symmetric and one seeks a symmetric solution then

it suffices to consider only symmetric v. However there is no

guarantee that the solution will be a Lorentzian singular geometry.

Thus the theorem gives only a necessary condition for the existence

of physically meaningful solutions. The condition may be interpreted,

however, as a necessary condition on T in order that it be a

physically reasonable stress-energy tensor. As far as I know, this is

a new compatibility condition for the Einstein equation.

4. 4 Singularity Theorems

This section is a discussion of singularity theorems as found

for example in Hawking and Ellis [13, Sect. 8.2]. Let (X, p) be a

singular spacetime (Section 2).

As stated, most of the singularity theorems can be applied only

to (X E,P1X\Z), provided of course it satisfies their hypotheses.

The alternative version of their Theorem 2 [13, p. 267] makes good

sense on X however if X is time-orientable (Section 2). For the

convenience of the reader I shall state it.

on X:

Theorem 1 [13]. The following three conditions cannot all hold
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Every maximal causal geodesic contains a pair of conjugate

points (Section 2. 1);

X contains no closed timelike generalized paths (Section 2);

There is a trapped (Section 2) achronal set S. []

Achronal means that no two points of S can be connected by a

timelike generalized path. The proof given in [13] can be appropri-

ately modified to provide a proof in the present setting.

But once one has the singularity theorems available it seems

more reasonable to proceed according to the philosophy that space-

times are singular ( 1 0) until proven smooth (E = f4). If some

sort of singularities are almost inevitable then the thing of interest

would be a smoothness theorem. If they are indeed inevitable then

we must learn to live with singular geometries, which is the philosophy

of this thesis.

If one observes that the smooth part P1X \ E of a generalized

geodesic p of p that meets E is necessarily incomplete, then

it is clear that the present formulation of spacetime singularity

includes the geodesic incompleteness formulation [13]. A moment's

reflection suffices to convince one that the inclusion is also proper

(remember that every manifold has a Lorentzian singular geometry).

Given a smooth spacetime that is geodesically incomplete, one

must embed it as a submanifold of some larger ambient manifold
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having the same dimension in order to apply the present theory.

Regardless of how this is done, however, there will be a distributional

Lorentzian structure on the ambient space which extends the given

smooth structure. This eliminates the need for the Schmidt

b-boundary [13] with its unpleasant non-Hausdorff and probably non-

smooth nature, as well as its basic incomputability. The problem of

finding an ambient manifold is purely topological [cf. 29]. The

problem of finding a Lorentzian singular geometry among the dis-

tributional Lorentzian structures extending the given structure has not

been studied to my knowledge. I conjecture it will be solved in the

affirmative.



5. APPLICATIONS

5.1 Geometric Singularities

By now it should be clear what is meant by letting the geometric

objects carry the singular information. Although this idea was

espoused by Marsden [27] in 1968, it has been apparently ignored, at

least by all those authors listed in the Science Citation Index as having

cited Marsden's paper. So completely in fact that it had to be redis-

covered by the author, after which a thorough search of the literature

in connection with the problem of flows turned up Marsden's inspiring

paper.

Note that this idea has led to a view of the classical black holes

in particular, and a large class of spacetimes in general, in which

various unphysical features of the conventional view are absent.

Moreover, the conceptual foundations of spacetime singularities have

been rigorized in a natural way consistent with the results of the

Hawking-Penrose theorems. Perhaps most important however is the

way in which we are once again able to see the geometric nature of

general relativity, and to actually discover that spacetime singulari-

ties do not lead to a breakdown of its predictive abilities. They are

merely the geometric singularities that form a sufficiently abstract

vantage point one would expect to be associated with a geometric

theory.
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45.2 Kerr -Schild Geometries in R

As noted in Section 4.3, the propagation of singularities in

Kerr-Schild geometries depends only on the background flat structure.

In fact if the structure is given by p = r + fX. X. then the bicharac -

teristics of the Einstein operator G depend only on Ti. Unfortu-

nately for the purposes of computation this dependence is consider-

ably more complicated than that of the geodesics. In this section I

shall consider the special (but physically interesting) case where

X = R4 and Ti is the Minkowski structure diag(1, -1, -1, -1).

In order to locate ch(G) one first needs det(cr ). To this

end, observe that T*R4 = R4 x R4 so that it suffices to work in

one fiber since
o-G

is independent of basepoint. Let Sym(4)

denote the symmetric 4 x 4 matrices. Then one may consider

o-G
as a homogeneous polynomial map R4 L(Sym(4),Sym(4)).

Let 1311"'1344 be the basis for Sym(4) given by

1 if {i, j} = {k,/}

0 otherwise,

where 1 < k < < 4 and the pairs (k,1 ) are ordered lexico-

graphically. Substituting in the local formula for o-G, 3.3(4), one

obtains a 10 x 10 matrix E with entries
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:7-- (Cr (0 Rab)ii = 11"Pij Pljab G k ab k Iab
Id ij

l(r1 .ePab kYabri

and the pairs (i, j) are also ordered lexicographically. If this

ordering is used to index rows ab and columns ij and

for E.

To streamline the computation, write

E =

one obtains the form shown on page 67

IE(11)

E(12)1

E(21) E(22)

as indicated by the dashed lines so that

det = det E(11) det E(22) det E(12) det E(21).

First it is obvious that det E(12) = 0 since if 0 then

2

2(row 4) - (row 2) - (row 1)11
is a row of zeros. Hence det E det E(11) det E(22). In each case

the computation w ill be via expansion by minors.
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and

Consider E(11). Expand on the first column, obtaining I

and III, then expand I on row 4 and III on row 2. Thus

II =
2

2 2

34)det

+ (I I +e2)det

+ det

det

2 2

2

0

22
23 24 43

22

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
= 2Y2( 24- 3+4)(3( 2+4)+"( 3+. 4) )

(
2

2

23 43 -41 3

2 2

-414
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whence

det E(11) = I + II +

det

t2 t1 t3t1
2

t34 -41t4

222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

= -t1t2(t2+t3+t4)[( 3+t4) +t3(t3+t4)+4(t2+t4)]

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
- t [(t +t )(t +t )(t +t )-Ft t (t +t )]

1 2 2 3 2 4 3 4 23 2 3

22 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2

1 2[(t2+t3+4)(t4( 3+t4)+(2t3-t4)( 2-Et4))

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
-(t2+t3)(t2+t4)(t3+t4)-t2t3(t2+3)1 (1)

Now for det E(22). Expand on column 5, obtaining I, II and

III, and then expand I on column 1, II on column 1 and III on

row 1. This choice produces more 3 x 3 minors containing two

zeros, somewhat simplifying the ordeal. Thus

2
0 tl+t3 t4t3

22
det t2t3 0 trt2

2 P P24 "4 '34
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2 3 det

+

2)det
4

+ det

- 24 det

t22 t t
13 224 32

2 20

3

32

3 4
./

= 2 4) '

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

32

p 0 p p24'4 '3 '4

34 -2 2 4 32
t22
(.1

P20 -"4 3k1.

t2 t2
-"'2`'4

23 0

t2
0 24
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whence

22
1 3

2)det
4

- det

- det

0 I

0

-424

0

2 2

22

[3432 -424
2

0 I3
0

222 8 6 2 62 62 4444 422
=

1 2 3 1 12 13 14 12 14 123

10det E(22) = I + II + III =1 - 38
1

t6t4 .422,

442 442 424 42222123
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2

2

4

-

2

1

1

2
2

3

2

2 2 2

3 4 2

- 41 4
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2 4
3 4

+ 3
1 2

64
+

1

4
3

=
2 2 4 2 2

1 3 4 1 4

and

III= 2

1

2

2

2

3

2

1

2+42
1 2 3

2+42
4 2

2+42
4 2

2+44 )
3 2



t424 2 4 2 2 ,t2t3t2t3- l234 1234 - 1234
2224 244 4 4 2 4241234 -134 +234 +34

7t30d 4_ ZOO
"22'3'Ll ''22'3n'4

Finally, the sought-for det is the product of (1) and (2), a

homogeneous polynomial of degree 20.

It follows immediately that the bicharacteristic strips are

horizontal lines. Thus IR4 is G-pseudoconvex. Also if V is the zero

set of det in L14\ 0 , then ch(G) = rft4x V and V = V X1R\O for

some projective algebraic variety V. If one considers the sections

of V in the coordinate hyperplanes, it is clear that the only non-

trivial one is 43 = 0,

I am presently programming a computer to verify this calcula-

tion and to determine the equations of the bicharacteristic strips. In

particular, it should be verified that G is of real principal type

in order to have solutions for arbitrary symmetric 2-tensors T

satisfying the compatibility condition.

Now consider the Schwarzschild structure in IR.4 (cf. 4.3(3)

with a = p = q = 0). In this case the singular set is the t-axis. Since

each component of the structure is independent of t, it follows that

each component of T may be regarded as a distribution on IR3

with support contained in {0}. Hence each component of T is a

(2 )
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linear combination of derivatives of the distribution 5t
defined by

<5t, > = , 0,0,0)dt
oo

3
for cp E ( R4). (Observe that identifying with ft = 01,

WF(5t) N( IR.3) = )2f so that indeed one may identifyt with the

Dirac 5 in R3 as indicated above. ) The Schwarzschild line

element is

2 22 2 2 2m xdx+yxy+zdz ,2
ds = dt - dx - dy - dz -r + dti
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Since each entry is locally integrable and homogeneous of degree -1,

it follows from 4. 3(2) that each entry in T is homogeneous of degree

and thus some constant multiple of 5t.
I shall compute the

constants using a method suggested by Bent Petersen.

which immediately yields

m x-2m
1-:-2

-2m -I--
r2

z--1+ r
-2m z

r
2

x -1+2m 2m 2s_y xz2m-2m
[pjk] r2

-2m -Y--
r2

r

xy

r3
2

-1+2m 1--
r3

r

2m yz._

r3
2m

r3

xz2m 2m yz 2

-2m -1+2m
r2 r3 r3



transform, and that in view of the preceding observations one need

only compute in the space variables x, y, z to obtain (13jk)^ .

Next recall the fundamental relation )x.f A ia 1 and the basic
3

formulas

-1 -2 2 -1-2 A -3 A(r) = 47r, (r ) = 2-7r, (r ) -47 log r.

Using these one may readily compute Ajk

-2 -3
8738+81Tmr i4Tr2mxr

i4-72mxr
-3 -8736+87m(r2-2x)r

2-4 -16 -7mxyr -4 16-7mxzr
-4

-4
i472myr -3 -4-167mxyr -8Tr38+8Trm(r2-2y2)r-4 -167myzr

2 -3 -4-4 22-4
mzr -167mxzr -167myzr -8736+87rn(r -2z )r

where one should carefully note the symmetries in x, y, z. Together

2 3 4with equation 4.3(2) they imply that Ti = T Ti, that

3 4 4 2 3 4
T = T = T and that T T T4 Thus one need only make

2 2 3

four particular computations:

Al 1lj hj
T1 = (OR11-281aj +ahjp )

1 -44 22 22 22 4 22 22 22 4
= [8Trm+8Trmr (x -x y -x z -x y +y -y z -x z -y z +z )

2

-4 2 2 2 2 2 2
+ 32Trmr (x y +x z +y z )]

i4Tr2myr
-3 i4Tr2mzr

-3

87m°,
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First recall thatIS\ = 1, where denotes the Fourier



"2 1
T = (01312-8 a .132j+a a .p1

j
1 2 1 3 2 3

1 2 -12 -3 2 2 2
= [4-rr mxr -x(i4Tr mr )(x +y +z )]

2

= 0;

"3 1

T2 = -1(0 p23
+a

2a j133j+a 3a j
p2

= - [-16Trmxyr -2 -x8Trmr -4( -2x2y+x2y -y3 +yz2 -2yz 2 )

- y8Trmr -4( -x3+xy2+xz
2

-2xy -2xz2)]

= 0;

"2 1 2j
T2 - (OP22+282aj13 -ahajPhj

1= - [8Trm(-x2+y2
2 -4 3+z)r-2 -2x(87mr )( -x +xy2+xz2 -2xy2 -2xz2)

2

-8Trm]

= 0.

Thus the physicists' view of the Schwarzs child structure as funda-

mental is somewhat justified it is (modulo constants) a partial funda-

mental solution in the technical sense of partial differential equations.

In particle physics, such Dirac measures are interpreted as

mathematical idealizations of a very compact entity. The true extent

of its physical properties is determined by scattering experiments.

This leads one to speculate that a black hole might be considered

physically as an ultradense particle of nuclear or subnuclear size.
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CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this thesis has been to provide a mathe-

matically rigorous foundation for the study of spacetime singularities.

In following the principle that geometric structures should carry the

singular information we have been led to the first concrete indications

of the intimate connection between geometry and singularities, and the

basic geometric nature of general relativity is revealed to us anew.

Thus far we have seen differential geometry extended to

distributional structures and, as a result, a new interpretation of

general relativity in which the Einstein equations do not break down in

the presence of spacetime singularities. The study of the propagation

of spacetime singularities and the solvability of the Einstein equations

in the physically important Kerr-Schild geometries has been started

via the theory of Fourier Integral Operators. Explicit calculations

have shown that the Schwarzschild structure is essentially a partial

fundamental solution of the Einstein equations in the sense of partial

differential equations theory. It has become apparent that symbols of

differential (and actually more general) operators should be consid-

ered as generalized (possibly degenerate) pseudoriemannian structures

whose geometry controls the behavior of singularities. Hence we must

consider spacetimes as being singular until provensmooth, and thus we

must learn to live comfortably with singular geometries.
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Much remains to be done. Generalized flows must be studied

further; in particular the relationship of generalized paths to topologi-

cal curves needs to be determined. The new characterization of

conjugate points should be exploited in a closer investigation of dis-

tributional geometry to decide how much of the deeper parts of the

classical theory carries over. In particular, what is the notion cor-

responding to completeness ? As I have indicated, one of the next

projects will be to combine this theory with geometric quantization

[24;36]. In connection with this combination, the further study of

genuinely nonlinear distributions would be useful, e. g. , to obtain

powers of Dirac deltas. Since higher powers of the scalar curvature

are felt on a small spacetim.e scale [39], it will be particularly inter-

esting for singularity theory to extend the Einstein operator to a

pseudo differential operator which includes them.

The use of Fourier Integral Operators here is only the beginning.

I plan to use them to construct singular solutions with specified singu-

lar behavior, and their potential applications are unlimited. It would

be enlightening to determine the relation of both this and geometric

quantization to Hawking's work on exploding black holes [Comm.

Math. Phys. 43(1975) 199-220]. Certainly more work on the geometry

of the characteristic variety is needed. The pursuit of this overly

neglected area will produce deeper knowledge of the geometry-

singularity connection, such as an obstruction theory for the existence
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of solutions of prescribed smoothness class. As a first step I shall

analyze the bicharacteristics of Kerr -Schild structures, particularly

the classical black holes, and the concept of bicharacteristic causality.

In connection with the classical black holes, the notion of fundamental

invariant solutions with respect to a Lie group action illustrates the

most important method for finding explicit solutions to date.

Finally, I hope that the reader has derived as much pleasure

from thinking about all these things as I have.
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APPENDIX: Keller -Maslov Bundles

Denote points of R2n = by z = (x, y) and let

< , > denote the usual inner product. R2n has a complex struc-

ture J : (x,y)'-" (-y, x). The usual symplectic form on R2n is

o-(z1,z2) := <Jzr z2> .

The automorphisms of R2n which preserve each of these

82

structures are the orthogonal group 0(2n), the complex general

linear group GL(n,C) considered as a subgroup of the real general

linear group GL(2n) and the symplectic group Sp(n) respectively.

Observe that

0(2n) n GL(n,C) = GL(n,C) n Sp(n) = Sp(n) n 0(2n) = U(n),

the unitary group. (I use the embedding A + iB -B' 1 of
AB A

GL(n, C) in 0(2n). ) Recall that det U(n) S1, the circle group,

is a homomorphism with kernel SU(n) and a fibration with standard

fiber SU(n).

Let A(n) be the set of Lagrangian subspaces (cf. Section 2. 1)

2n.of R

Lemma 1. U(n) acts transitively on A(n) with stationary

subgroup 0(n), so A(n) U(n)/0(n).

Proof: By a standard theorem of Lie group theory [38] it
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suffices to show the first part. Let L E A(n). By the relation of J

and cr, J(L) is orthogonal to L. For any L1 E A(n) there is an

A E 0(2n) with A(L) = L1. Now AJ(L) must be orthogonal to L1

SO AJ(L) = J(Li) whence AJ JA and A is unitary. Clearly

the stationary group is 0(n).

n
Consider the plane {(x, 0)} in R2 . Since the determinant of

an orthogonal map is .±1 there is a well-defined map

Det2 : A(n) Sl, the square of the determinant of any unitary trans-

formation carrying {(x, 0)} into a Lagrangian subspace. If one

defines SA(n) := E A(n); Det2(L) = 11 then arguing as in Lemma 1,

SA(n) SU(n)/S0(n). Letting S° = {± 1} one obtains the following

commutative diagram of fibrations

det 0SO(n) ----* 0(n) --> S
1 4. 1.

SU(n) --0. U(n)
,det 1

2

1 1
Det2 1

iw
SA(n) ---> A(n) ......_.-- S

Lemma 2. 1r 1(A(n)) Z and its generator maps to the

1generator of Tr OS ).

Proof: Apply the exact homotopy sequence of a fibration to the

left column and then to the bottom row.El

Corollary 3. Hi(A(n)) Hi(A(n)) Z .



Choose a generatorE 1-I1(A(n)) (-_-to be the ass that gives

the winding number of a map -y SI A(n); i.e. , a[j] is the

degree of Det2

Definition, a is the Arnol'd-Maslov class of A(n).

More generally, if (E, o-) is a symplectic vector space and

A(E) its Grassmann of Lagrangian subspaces then aE will denote

the Arnol'd-Maslov class of A(E). Let El' E2' M1' M2 be

Lagrangian subspaces of E with each E. transverse to each Mk

and let N be a closed curve in A(E) consisting of an arc of

Lagrangian planes transverse to M1 from E to E2 followed
1

by an arc of Lagrangian planes transverse to M2 from E to F1.

Definition. The Hormander index is s(M M ,E)a [N],1' 2' 1 2 E

It is easy to see that s is continuous in all variables and integer

valued, thus locally constant.

Now let L be a conic Lagrangian subrnanifold of T*X \O.

For I E L let M1 = T1 T*( )
X and M Tf L and let 'X' be

Tr

the set of all Lagrangian subspaces of T T*X which are transverse

to both M1 and M.

Definition. The Keller -Maslov bundle of L is the complex

line bundle K over L with fiber
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s(M1' M2; El' E2)
K = {f : C; f(E1 ) i f(Ez)}

where the f are merely functions.

It follows that K is a smooth complex line bundle with

structure group Z4. It can be shown that K is trivial and that if

Trj TL has constant rank then there is a natural trivialization [19].

Clearly this construction can be extended to the case where

: L T*X \O is a conic Lagrangian immersion.
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